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ABSTRACT 
A Jacobi-type updating algorithm for the SVD or the URV decomposition is 
developed, which is related to the QR algorithm for the symmetric eigenvalue 
problem. The algorithm employs one-sided transformations, and therefore provides a 
cheap alternative to earlier-developed updating algorithms based on two-sided trans- 
formations. The present algorithm as well as the corresponding systolic implementa- 
tion is therefore roughly twice as fast as the former method, while the tracking 
properties are preserved. The algorithm is also extended to the two-matrix QSVD or 
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QURV case. Finally, the differences with a number of closely related algorithms that 
have recently been proposed are discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier report [16], an adaptive algorithm has been developed for 
tracking the singular-value decomposition of a data matrix when new observa- 
tions (rows) are added continuously. The algorithm may be organized so that 
it provides at each time a certain approximation for the exact singular-value 
decomposition. It combines a Jacobi-type diagonalization scheme, based on 
two-sided orthogonal transformations [12], with QR updates. A systolic 
implementation for this algorithm is described in [17]. 
Here, we improve upon these results. An alternative algorithm is de- 
scribed, which employs only one-sided transformations, Row and column 
transformations are applied in an alternating fashion. The algorithm is there- 
fore roughly twice as fast, whereas its tracking properties are the same as for 
the two-sided method. The corresponding systolic implementation is roughly 
the same, but also twice as fast. 
The algorithmic development starts from a square-root version of the QR 
algorithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem [7, 151, in Section III. This 
algorithm is turned into a Jacobi-type algorithm, based on 2 X 2 transforma- 
tions, by supplementing it with a permutation scheme, in Section IV. The 
resulting algorithm may then be interlaced with a QR update, whenever a 
new row has to be worked in, so that an adaptive scheme is obtained, in 
Section V. As the algorithm is operated without shifts of the origin, it is 
particularly suitable for isolating a cluster of small singular values. This is 
precisely the aim of a URV decomposition [21]. Thus, at each time, either an 
exact SVD may be computed or a URV-type approximate decomposition. In 
Section VI, the algorithm is extended to the 2-matrix QSVD or QURV case. 
In contrast to the QURV method proposed in [4], no preliminary extraction 
of a triangular factor is performed here. Moreover, a systolic array implemen- 
tation is simpler with the present version. Some of these differences are 
explained in the last section, on related work by others. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
The starting point here is a real’ data matrix, A, which is assumed to be 
tall and thin, i.e. with more rows than columns. The aim is to compute its 
’ We consider real arithmetic, for simplicity. The complex case is similar. 
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singular-value decomposition 
A = U . 2 *VT 
- --- 
NXWl NXm 7nXrn rnXrn 
with U TU = V TV = Z and c a diagonal matrix. In real-time applications, A 
is defined in a recursive manner, i.e., A at time k equals A at time k - 1 
plus one additional new observation (row): 
Ak-l 
A,= -. 
i 1 4 
Mostly, exponential forgetting is applied with a forget factor h < 1, i.e. 
Very often, the SVD is used for so-called subspace tracking applications. The 
matrix Ak is then supposed to have a clear gap in the singular-value 
spectrum. The larger singular values correspond to the signal subspace; the 
smaller singular values correspond to the noise subspace. The SVD may be 
written as 
cl -- 
I VT 
where 2, contains the larger signal singular values, and C, contains the 
smaller noise singular values. The aim is not to compute the complete 
singular-value decomposition, but rather to compute a good estimate for the 
subspaces VsT and V,,T. Therefore, it is not necessary to have an exact diagonal 
matrix in the middle. An approximate decomposition, with e.g. a triangular 
matrix R in the middle, 
-- 
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also yields good estimates for the subspaces, as long as the “cross term” 
llRs,,llF is small, so that R, (R,) has roughly the same singular values as 2, 
(2,). In [16], this is called (somewhat loosely) an “approximate SVD,” 
whereas in [21] it is called a “URV decomposition,” referring to the separate 
factors. 
In subspace tracking applications, the aim is to have a good estimate for 
the subspace VsT or V,,T at each time instant k. The tracking error, which 
may be defined in terms of the angles between the exact and approximate 
subspaces V,’ and fsT [16], should be small at all times. Our aim is to develop 
efficient adaptive and parallel algorithms for this. 
III. SQUARE-ROOT QR 
In this section, we focus on computing the SVD of a fured matrix A. It is 
shown how a Jacobi-type algorithm may be derived from the QR algorithm 
for the symmetric eigenvalue problem. 
The SVD of the matrix A may be computed in two steps. First, a QR 
decomposition is computed, resulting in 
_ = Qi+ * R, > A -- 
NXm NXm 
where Qz QA = Z and R, is upper triangular: ‘;‘l% is done in a finite number 
of time steps, e.g. with a sequence of Givens transformations [ll]. Then an 
iterative procedure is applied to the triangular factor R,, transforming it into 
a diagonal matrix. This diagonalization procedure consists in applying a 
sequence of plane transformations as follows (see [I2, 131 for details): 
FOR k = 1, . . . , M 
FORi = l,...,m - I 
I - -- v - v * v[i,k] 
END 
END 
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The parameter i is called the pivot index. The matrices !?ti,kl and V[+] 
represent orthogonal transformations in the {i, i + 1) plane. Uti,kl differs 
from the identity only in the entries (i, i) = (i + 1, i + 1) = cos 0, 
(i, i + 1) = sin 8, and (i + 1, i) = -sin 8. Similarly, qti,kl differs 
from the identity only in the entries (i, i) = (i + 1, i + 1) = cos $J, 
(i, i + 1) = sin 4, and (i + 1, i> = -sin 4. The angles 6 and 0 are chosen 
so that applying uti,kl and Vri,kl to R results in a zero (i, i + 1) entry in R, 
while R still remains in upper triangular form. Between the two possible 
solutions one chooses the so-called outer rotations closest to a 2 X 2 permu- 
tation [13]. Each iteration thus essentially reduces to performing a particular 
2 x 2 SVD on the main diagonal. At each stage we have 
Furthermore, each rotation reduces the norm of the off-diagonal part in R. 
Under mild conditions [8], one shows that the off-diagonal part converges to 
zero and hence R converges to a diagonal matrix, resulting in the required 
SVD: 
A=Q,-R, 
=QA.U. R . VT . 
--- 
u z VT 
If these conditions are not satisfied, one easily modifies the standard algo- 
rithm to ensure global convergence to a diagonal matrix [8]. This SVD 
algorithm is simple, is amenable to parallel implementation [13], and may be 
turned into an adaptive algorithm [16]. 
In a way, the above algorithm may be viewed as a square-root version of 
the original Jacobi algorithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem, applied 
to ATA = RTR [ll]. What is remarkable now is that another popular algo- 
rithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem, namely the QR algorithm, may 
be turned into a Jacobi-type square-root algorithm, too. 
The original QR algorithm, applied to ATA, works as follows [ll]: 
X, += ATA; 
FOR k = 0,. . . , co 
1 xk+,-=gk*@k 
END 
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In each iteration, a QR factorization of X, is computed. Then the next 
iterate X, + 1 is obtained by reversing the order of @k and ~2~ and carrying 
out the multiplication. It is proved that-except for contrived examples-Xk 
converges to a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of ATA ordered along the 
diagonal, i.e. x = 2’. 
A square-root version of this algorithm has been derived in [7,5,9,15] 
(see also [6] for a related result). With A = QA R,, one has 
X, = R; . R, 
-- 
lower 
efR;. R,. 
uPPer 
The QR factorization of X, (cf. the first iteration) is obtained from the QR 
factorization of RE: 
= Qon * Ron -Ro. 
-- 
@o %I 
The next iterate is then obtained as 
= Ro# - R;# . 
-- 
uPPer lower 
Finally, the original factorization (lower times upper) is restored, by comput- 
ing and substituting the QR factorization of Rs: 
= R& . Rot 
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The above process is then repeated to compute similar factorizations for X,, 
X,, etc. One can verify that, with tidied-up notation,’ a square-root algorithm 
is obtained as follows: 
FOR k = 0, . . . , m 
1 
Lk C= Rk * Qk# 
--_ 
lower uPPer orthogonal 
Rk+l += QkTt * Lk 
- -- 
Upper orthogonal lower 
END 
It is seen that column and row transformations are applied in an alternating 
fashion, wherewith an upper triangular factor is turned into a lower triangular 
factor and vice versa. Here, one easily verifies that-except for contrived 
examples-R, = c, so that indeed Rz * R, = x = 2’. 
The above QR-type algorithm is operated without shifts of the origin [ll]. 
Therefore, convergence to the complete singular-value decomposition is 
likely to be very slow. On the other hand, with the zero shift this algorithm is 
particularly suitable for isolating a cluster of small (close to zero) singular 
values. This is typically the case when dealing with a tracking problem with a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the above algorithm rapidly con- 
verges to the URV form, as given in the previous section, and thus may be 
called a “URV algorithm” too. Notice that if the signal-to-noise ratio is poor, 
convergence of this scheme may be poor, but one can then expect difficulties 
as well with the URV approach. For more details on how this algorithm 
relates to (the refinement step in> the URV algorithm of [2I], we refer to [I51 
and to Section VII. 
IV. JACOBI QR 
The next step is to turn the above algorithm into a Jacobi-type algorithm, 
based on 2 X 2 transformations. First we add a permutation matrix in the 
‘L, instead of R&, and R,, 1 instead of R,+. 
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above algorithm, given as 3 
II= 
1 
1 0 
The algorithm then works with upper triangular matrices only: 
FOR k = 0,. . . , rx 
uPPer orthogonal uPPer 
END 
The first part may be viewed as applying a row permutation II, and 
meanwhile preserving the upper triangular structure by applying orthogonal 
column transformations. Similarly, the second part may be viewed as applying 
a column permutation II, and meanwhile preserving the upper triangular 
structure by applying orthogonal row transformations. To obtain a Jacobi-type 
algorithm, it suffices to split up these transformations into a sequence of 
2 X 2 transformations. We consider the case here where 172 is even.4 It is well 
known that Il can be split up with a so-called “odd-even ordering” as follows: 
II= 
where II,,,, i 
“odd” ‘,even” 
differs from an identity matrix only in the entries (i, i> = 
(i + 1, i + 1) = 0 and (i + 1, i) = (i, i + 1) = 1. Each time a row (column) 
3 Note that IIT = II. 
4 Similar formulas apply for the case where m is odd. 
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permutation fIi,i + r is applied, a corresponding column (row) transformation 
restores the upper triangular structure. This is very similar to inserting 
appropriate permutations in the Kogbetlientz algorithm for computing the 
SVD of a triangular matrix [13] in order to maintain the upper triangular form 
at each step. With this, we finally obtain the Jacobi-type square-root QR 
algorithm (with odd-even ordering): 
FOR k = 0,. . . ,a~ 
FORj = 1,. . . , m/2 
FORi= 1,3 ,..., m-1,2,4 ,..., m-2 
odd eYen 
R e ‘iii+ 1 * R . vri,j,k] 
i7= v* ni,i+l 
- -- 
v e ” ‘[i,j,k] 
END 
END 
FoRj = 1, . . . . m/2 
FORi= 1,s ,..., m-1,2,4 ,..., m-2 
odd C?YlZ” 
END 
END 
Again, Fri,j k] and vLi,j k] represent orthogonal transformations in the 
(i, i + l} plane, with rotation angles such that U,j,i,J] or V[i,j,kI restores the 
upper triangular form after the column or row petiutation.‘dt kach stage we 
have 
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and again, each iteration reduces the norm of the off-diagonal part in R. In 
other words, R converges to a diagonal matrix, resulting in the required SVD: 
A = QA.RA 
=QA-% R ai-_. -- 
u z VT 
V. PARALLEL AND ADAPTIVE SVD VRV UPDATING 
The above SVD-VRV algorithm is also simple, and directly amenable to 
parallel implementation. The array of [13] may be used here; see Figure 1. 
Dots correspond to matrix entries; 2 X 2 frames may be thought of as 
processors. The triangular part stores the matrix R, while v is stored in the 
upper square part. Matrix 0 is not stored, as we will not need it in the 
adaptive case; see below. The “odd transformations” (i = 1,3, . . . > are com- 
puted in parallel on the main diagonal [Figure I(a)] and then propagated to 
the blocks next outward (column transformations are propagated upwards, 
row transformations are propagated to the right). In Figure l(c), this first set 
of transformations has moved far enough to allow the next set to be generated 
(“even transformations,” this time). After Figure I(d) comes Figure l(a) 
again, etc. The only difference with [13] is that each 2 X 2 block now only 
performs either row or column transformations (plus permutations), instead 
of 2-sided transformations. The array will thus operate roughly twice as fast. 
Figure a Figure b Figure c Figure d 
i= 1 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 
8 
. . . : : : : : 
=34-:-::: 
i=5-+ .::I 
i=7- -1 
i= 
; ; ! ; g 
. . . 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FIG. I 
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Let us now return to the recursive case, with 
AAk- 1 
A,= -, 
[ 1 4 
and turn the algorithm of the previous section into an adaptive algorithm. In 
[17], it is shown how a Jacobi-type process may be interlaced with QR 
updates whenever new observations have to be worked in. The main difficulty 
of the systolic implementation is the fact that the two computational flows are 
in opposite directions: one flow is associated with the SVD-URV computa- 
tions on a triangular matrix and updating the corresponding column transfor- 
mation matrix in a square array, and another is associated with applying this 
transformation matrix to the new incoming observation vectors. The crux of 
the implementation is to patch up the flows as they cross each other. It is 
instructive to look at the systolic implementation first, and then derive the 
corresponding algorithmic description. 
Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1, only the interlaced updates are added. The 
data vectors ak are fed in into the upper V-array in a skewed fashion, as 
indicated with the large n ‘s, and propagated to the right, in between two 
transformation fronts (frames). The first step is to compute the matrix-vector 
product z; = ak - T * V, to put the new vector in the same “basis” as the current 
R-matrix. This is computed on the fly, with intermediate results being passed 
on upwards. The resulting vector a’, becomes available at the top end of the 
square array, and is then reflected and propagated downwards, towards the 
triangular array, indicated with the small n ‘s. While going downwards, the 
&-vector crosses upgoing transformations. These should then be applied to 
the &-vector too, in order to obtain consistent results. The QR updating is 
performed in the triangular part, much like in the conventional Gentleman- 
Figure a Figure b Figure c 
n 
Fig :ure d 
FIG. 2 
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Kung array [lo], but the pipelining is somewhat different here (compatible 
with the Jacobi-type algorithm). Rotations are generated on the main diagonal 
and propagated to the right. In each 2 X 2 frame, column and row transfor- 
mations corresponding to the SVD URV scheme are performed first, while in 
a second step, only row transformations are performed corresponding to the 
QR updating (affecting the Zk-components and the upper part of the 2 X 2 
blocks). For further details concerning this array, we refer to [I7]. 
An algorithmic description of this systolic implementation is given as 
follows: 
FOR k = 1,. . . , ~0 
7 
input new observation vector ak 
1. Matrix-vector multiplication: 
2. QR updating: 
3. SVD/URV steps: 
FOR i = 1,. . . , m - 1 
w2k + i(mod2n) <n - 
R * ‘iii+1 * R * vri,k] 
- -- 
v e v * V[i,k] 
ELSE 
Again, gii,k] and vIj,kl represent orthogonal transformations in the {i, i + 1) 
plane, with rotation angles such that U,+] or Vii,kl restores the upper 
triangular form after the column or row permutation. 
The backbone of the algorithm is the SVD-URV process. Whenever a 
new vector ak has to be worked in, the process is interlaced with a QR 
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update (step 2) with a’ f = rzlv (step 1). To have an algorithm with a fmed 
number of operations per loop, only one se uence of transformations for 
i = 1,2,. . . ) m - 1 is performed in step 3. 
P 
Here we make use of the 
well-known fact that an odd-even ordering can be reorganized into sequences 
of transformations, where in each sequence we have i = 1,2,. . . , m - 1 (up 
to a different startup phase). One then only has to be careful with the 
computation of the transformations, i.e. the decision whether the permutation 
has to be applied to the left or to the right. This is done with the 
“if. . . then. . . ” statement, which is explained as follows. In Figure 2(a) it is 
seen that the 2 X 2 blocks on the diagonal correspond to different updates, 
namely k = 2 and k = 1 ( one could also add k = 0 and k = -1). The sum 
2k + i is then indeed constant along the diagonal. In other words, the 
decision whether to perform a row permutation or a column permutation 
should only depend on 2 k + i. On the other hand, one should switch from 
row permutations to column permutations, or the other way around, after 
each (n/2)th update (for a fixed value of i). 
The above algorithm has an O(m2) computational complexity per update 
(per loop). At each time, an approximate (URV-type) decomposition is 
available. The performance analysis of [16] straightforwardly carries over to 
this algorithm. This means that the tracking error (see Section II) is bounded 
by the time variation in m time steps; see [16] for details. The tracking 
experiments of [16] may be repeated here, yielding much the same results. 
Finally, with a systolic array with O(m’> processors (see Figure 2>, an O(m’> 
throughput is achieved, which means that new vectors can be fed in at a rate 
which is independent of the problem size m. 
VI. QSVD AND QURV UPDATING 
The above updating algorithm/array is readily extended to generalized 
decompositions for matrix pairs, viz. the quotient singular-value decomposi- 
tion (QSVD) or a similar QURV. Apart from the data matrix A(N X m), a 
second matrix B ( p X m) is given, which for most applications corresponds 
to an error covariance matrix BrB. The idea is then mostly to replace 
methods which are based on the SVD or URV decomposition of A, by 
methods which are based on decompositions of AR,l, where R, is, e.g., an 
m X m triangular factor of B (B = Qs RB). The postmultiplication with RB1 
represents a pre-whitening operation. The key point is that ARil should 
never be computed explicitly, because both the inverse and the multiplication 
5 From then on, the algorithm will only provide an approximate decomposition. An exact 
diagonalization is only obtained with a possibly infinite number of SVD steps after each update. 
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may introduce additional errors, or R, may not be invertible at all. The 
QSVD of the matrix pair {A, B) or {A, Ra}, which is given by 
A = QA. U,*(&R)*Qr, 
B = QB- UR.(ZRR)-QT, 
RB 
reveals the SVD of ARjjr in an implicit way. Here ‘c, and 2, are diagonal 
matrices, R is upper triangular, and UIU, = U,‘Ua = Q’Q = 1. For details, 
the reader is referred to [20]. 
Starting from the square triangular factors R, and R,, the QSVD may be 
computed with an iterative procedure, similar to the SVD procedure: 
R, += R,, 
R,-= %7 
$= Z, 
Ulti Z, 
Q” 1; 
FOR k = 1,. . . , CXJ 
FORi = l,...,m - 1 
END 
The matrices R, and R, then converge to XAR and Xa R. The matrices 
UA[i,k]r ‘B[i,k]> and Qti,kI again represent orthogonal transformations in the 
{i, i + 1) plane. These transformations correspond to a 2 X 2 QSVD of 
LRlli i+l and [Rzli i+l, i.e. the submatrices on the intersections of rows 
i, i +’ 1 and columns i, i + 1 in R, and R, [ 141. The key point is that (if R, 
is invertible) 
[Rlli,i+l* [R,Ityf+, = [RI *~;‘]i,i+l* 
Computing the transformations in a numerically reliable way is a problem 
here; see e.g. [3,2,1]. Again, the above QSVD algorithm may be turned into 
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an adaptive and parallel updating algorithm, where new rows may be ap- 
pended to either one or both of the matrices A and B [18]. 
Our aim is now to develop a QR-type QSVD algorithm, similar to what 
we had for the l-matrix case. This is straightforward. The algorithm below is 
readily seen to be a square-root version of Algorithm 8.6-l of [ll] for the 
symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem: 
R, ti R,, 
R_2= R,, 
;I:: 
us- I; 
FOR k = 0, . . . ,m 
FORj = 1,. . . , m/2 
FORi= 1,3 ,..., m-1,2,4 ,..., m-2 
odd even 
RI e nili+ * RI * QLi,j,k] 
RS e Gii j k] * RZ * Gfi,j,k] . . 
FoRj = 1,. . . , m/2 
FORK = 1,3 ,..., m - 1, 2,4 ,..., m - 2 
END 
END 
Unlike in the first QSVD algorithm, computing the transformations iLsimple 
here. In the first loop, a row permutation is applied to R,, and then QIi,j,kl is 
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computed to upper-triangularize R, again. Finally, &ti,.,kI is computed to 
upper-triangularize R, ptj, .,kI. 
all 
The second loop starts wrt 4 a permutation on 
R,, etc. With the above gorithm, R,R,l (if R, is invertible) converges to 
the URV form first, and then further on to diagonal form. 
Finally, when the rows of A and B are both updated with time, an 
adaptive updating algorithm is straightforwardly obtained as follows. Only the 
orthogonal matrix Q is stored now: 
FOR k = I,...,‘= 
input new observation vectors ak, b, 
1. Matrix-vector multiplication: 
3. SVD/URV steps: 
FOR i = 1, . . . . m - 1 
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The corresponding sy$olic array is again given in Figure 2. The square part 
stores and updates Q, while the triangular part stores and updates R, and 
R,, overlaid. The large n ‘s also correspond to overlaid data vectors ak and 
b,. The rest is similar to the one-matrix case. 
In some applications one has that only A is updated, while B remains 
constant (but not the identity). It is clear that this is just a special case of the 
above scheme. One trivially skips the QR updating (with windowing) of R,, 
and one obtains still an efficient implementation of this simpler case. 
VII. RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
The decompositions discussed in this paper and related references 
[4,7,15,16,21,22] all compute an “approximate decomposition” of a matrix 
A with a triangular matrix in the middle as follows: 
whereby q,,,,(R,) = 77 and um,,(R,,) = E are small, and crmin( R,) = 6 is 
reasonably larger than 7 and E. As a result, the singular values of R, 
approximate well the large singular values of A. Those of R, are good 
approximations of the small singular values of A only if E 4 7,~. The desired 
ordering is thus 6 > 77 C+ E. 
(1) In [16], this was called an “approximate SVD.” When one or more 
sweeps of a Kogbetliantz-type SVD algorithm are applied to the triangular 
array, quadratic convergence was observed for the off-diagonal part R,, even 
when the required adjacency of close singular values was not respected. With 
one SVD sweep one reduces the norm of R,, from E to &‘/(S - ~1. 
(2) In [22] a “URV decomposition” approach was proposed, based on 
estimating small singular values of a matrix A and deflating them to the 
R,-block (hence ordering is obtained). An adaptive version of this for 
matrices A, was then proposed in [21]. Finally, a refinement idea for such 
URV decompositions was proposed and analysed in [7,22]. One refinement 
step essentially amounts to a QR decomposition and has the similar effect of 
reducing the norm of R,, from E to Ed A ~‘(6 - 711, but also flips the 
matrix around to a (block) lower triangular one. Therefore [22] recommends a 
second step to flip it over again to upper triangular form and hence reduce 
the norm of R,, further to &i/(8 - 77) = .s4/( 6 - ~1~. Notice that the 
number of operations of one SVD sweep is roughly equal to that of two QR 
refinement steps. An analysis of the related QR flipping is also given in [5]. 
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(3) In this p p a er we show that similar refinement steps can in fact be 
performed while preserving the upper triangular form at no extra cost. So, 
instead of having an improved decomposition at the same cost of an SVD 
sweep, we propose a cheaper procedure with the same refinement property 
as an SVD sweep. Moreover, the parallel implementation fits nicely on the 
same array as the SVD updating scheme. Another difference with the URV 
approach is that no rank test is really needed at any stage. This follows the 
philosophy of the GSVD algorithm of Paige [19] (in contrast with earlier 
versions such as e.g. [ZO]), h w ere rank decisions are deferred if possible. Of 
course, when identifying the noise subspace a rank decision is required, but it 
is not needed in the recursive update of the decomposition. Therefore rank 
decisions at each step are independent of each other, which is not the case in 
the URV approach. We rely here on the self-ordering property of the QR 
aIgorithm to expect that in the adaptive case smaller singular values will 
automatically cluster. This of course can only be expected if the noise 
subspace corresponding to these small singular values does not change too 
much with each time step k. 
Extensions to updating the implicit decomposition for two matrices A and 
B can be found in [18] (GSVD) and [4] (GURV). The approach chosen by [4] 
is to extend the work of [22] to the case of an implicit decomposition. This 
first requires a joint QR decomposition of the matrices A and I3 in order to 
extract the common null space and triangular factor R,,. The resulting 
matrices QA and Qa then have a joint decomposition known as the CS 
decomposition, which can be updated adaptively as new observations are 
being collected 141. T wo weaknesses of this approach are the preliminary rank 
determination of the joint QR factorization of A and B, and the two-stage 
updating required when new observations are being processed. The main 
advantage of the method is that the rank revealing part of the QURV 
decomposition is now concentrated in the matrix QA. In the present paper 
we focused on the parallel implementation of the QURV decomposition and 
chose for this reason not to perform the preliminary extraction of the 
triangular factor R, B. The resulting algorithm is again easy to implement on 
the SVD array of [17] and does not require the double flipping of the URV as 
in [22]. The algorithm is then very close to the one presented for the 
single-matrix case, and earlier remarks apply here again when the matrix B is 
not too badly conditioned. 
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